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Diploma in Safeguarding of Minors
An Interdisciplinary Approach

Mission
The programme aims at the formation of persons being capable of:


Recognising possible signs of abuse and appropriate intervention



Assisting Church leaders in dealing with allegations effectively and pastorally



Assisting and caring for victims/survivors of abuse



Assisting people who work in formation programs in seminaries and religious congregations



Assisting people who work in the pastoral and educational field



Reflecting on the spiritual and theological implications of abuse



Implementing a prevention programme
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Method
Seminars
Students will get materials in advance in order to prepare the next seminar session. This
will enable them to actively participate. Seminars are an interactive ways of learning and
will include short presentations by the Seminar leader and by the students. Group and class
discussions will increase critical thinking. Seminar session will allow students to discuss
practical problems and case-studies with respect to sexual abuse and safeguarding children
and vulnerable people.
The Seminars will allow participants to get familiar with the CCP’s e-learning programme.
International experts will be invited to conduct sessions in their field of expertise.

Interdisciplinary Approach
The interdisciplinary approach integrates methods such as…and analytical frameworks
from different disciplines. By making several “detours” (Ricœur) one enriches his or her
understanding of the praxis which makes it possible to better act in a specific context. This
method, which is proper to Practical Theology, makes use of following disciplines:


Systematic Theology: Abuse and protection with relation to Christology, Ecclesiology, Image of God, and Sacramentology. Trinitarian theology.



Moral Theology: Justice and truth, confession



Pastoral Theology: Care
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Psychology: Clinical Psychology/Psychopathology, Therapy for victims and abusers, Developmental Psychology, Psychodynamics. Social Psychology



Canon Law: Motu proprio Sacromentorum Sacra Tutela, Delictis gravioribus, confession, penal law



Social Sciences: Relation between sexual abuse and migration,



minorities, poverty and war, international rights, family policies



Methodology : 1. Sciences; 2. Didactics (interdisciplinary); 3. “Political” procedure

Content of the Seminars
Overview
Seminar 1: Sexual abuse of Minors and Vulnerable Adults.
What do you need to know? – Terms, definitions and methodology
Seminar 2: Does a child have rights? – Children: development, safety, rights
Seminar 3: Safe and sacred spaces – Safeguarding and prevention
Seminar 4: “The truth will set us free” – Truth and justice
Seminar 5: The Abuse of Faith – Theology and Spirituality
Seminar 6: Growing after sexual abuse – Care and after-care for survivors, perpetrators and
communities
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Seminar 1: Sexual abuse. What do you need to know?
Terms, definitions and methodology


Intro: Voice of victims; Change of attitude



Terms and Definitions



Methodology and Research



The CCP’s e-learning programme
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Seminar 2: Does a child have rights?
Children: development, safety, rights


Rights of children



Norms in Canon Law / Guidelines



Introduction to psychology



Developmental psychology / Moral development

Minors and the abuse of rights


Migration, minorities, war, poverty:



Interfamilial abuse



Abuse in institutions



Vulnerable persons
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Seminar 3: Safe and sacred spaces
Safeguarding and Prevention of minors


Signs and indicators of abuse (victims and offenders)



Psychopathology as a consequence of abuse



Victims: Risk factors and Protective factors



Psycho-affective maturity



Intervention and Documentation



Prevention guidelines and policies
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Seminar 4: The truth will set us free
Truth and justice


Moral Theology: Ethical reflection on the inadmissibility of sexual relations with
children; Restorative justice. Catholic sexual ethics



How did the Church deal with the abuse cases? Learning from our past.



Understanding perpetrators: Typology, causes and dynamics



The rights of perpetrators: on care, in canonical trials



Media: Media Coverage and social media



Confession : The “crimen solicitations", the seal of confession, the healing effects of
confession, helping priests who hear confessions, preparing children for confession



Forgiveness : Psychological dynamics, Theological challenges. The point of view of
the perpetrator and of the victim
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Seminar 5: The abuse of faith
Theology and Spirituality


God the Father? : Image of God: Biblical images of God. Links to Trinitarian theology. Consequences for prayer



Jesus and the children and vulnerable people



Suffering and Hope: Cross and resurrection : Christology: Atonement theology, soteriology, eschatology



Ecclesiology: Theology on essence of the Church and its mission; priesthood today



Formation of priests.



Human formation in Seminary and Religious formation
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Seminar 6 : Growing after sexual abuse
Different forms of Care


Pastoral and professional relationships and boundaries



Therapeutic care for victims



Therapeutic care for offenders



Pastoral and spiritual care for victims



Pastoral and spiritual care for offenders



Supervising perpetrators post-treatment



Self-care: Avoiding compassion fatigue and burn-out.



Secondary care: parishes, families, etc.
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Participants


The programme aims at the formation of persons who are or will be Child Protection Officers for dioceses, religious congregations, schools etc.



Advisors and trainers in the field of safeguarding : in seminaries, formation houses,
schools etc.



The Selection committee will make the final decision (based on criteria such as :
international representation, motivation, professional background, etc.)



Accepted number of participants; 15 - max. 18

Requirements


Working in the field of safeguarding, having a perspective of a future work in the
field of safeguarding or being able to create/to take part in the creation of a safeguarding-strategy in politics



At least a first-level degree (at university) (e.g. Bachelor)



Precedence/Priority to those who have a second-level degree (e.g. Licentiate, Master)



Recommendation letter(s)



Application letter (motivation)
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Place :
Pontifical Gregorian University, Rome
Institute of Psychology

Duration :
One semester (full time, 30 ECTS)

Start :
October 2017 – February 2018.

Formation :
The programme will award a Diploma in Safeguarding of Minors

Teaching Language :
• English
• Other languages are accepted for papers and written exams and for participation in
discussion.

Seminars :
Daily from 8.30-12.30 from Monday till Friday, yet exceptionally some meetings might take
place in the afternoon.
There will be 6 Seminars and each seminar stands for 4 ECTS. In total: 24 ECTS. Every seminar will include several meetings during 2 weeks and this for 12 weeks.
Attendance is mandatory.
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Exams and final paper :
Exam after 3 seminars (7th week): 1 ECTS
Final paper + Poster: 4 ECTS + 1ECTS
Personal reflection (without ECTS)

Exam after 3 seminars :
• Multiple choice

Final Paper :
• 12 pages (bibliography, first page and table of content excluded)
• Interspace: 1,2
• Times New Roman 12 or Palatino Linotype 12
• Correction of the final paper by an expert in the field

Personal reflection :
• 3 pages
• Reflection on programme as a whole
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